Directions to Seminar House Shanti
Address:
Yoga Vidya
Seminarhaus Shanti
Yogaweg 1 (formerly: Wällenweg 46)
32805 Horn-Bad Meinberg

From Oberhausen & Bielefeld on the Highway A2: from the A2 take
the highway-exit No. 27, Bielefeld- Zentrum turn on the B66 to Lage/
Detmold, drive to Lage. From Lage follow the B 239 to Horn-Bad
Meinberg. In Bad Meinberg at the stoplight-crossroad at the B 239
turn sharp right, and then go straight ahead. At the next stop light exit
to the right and follow the signs to„Thermalbad“ and „Haus Yoga
Vidya“. The Seminarhaus Shanti is the first building complex on the
right side. The Yoga Vidya Chakra-pyramid is at the end of the road,
past the parking deck and the parking lot.
From Münster, Hannover, Berlin, Hamburg on the Highway A2: from the A2 take the highway exit No.35,
Bad Eilsen/ Ost turn and follow the directions to Rinteln/ Lemgo/ Detmold, and drive over Lemgo to
Detmold on the B238. In Detmold follow the B 239 to Bad Meinberg.
In Bad Meinberg at the stoplight-crossroad at the B 239, turn sharp right, then go straight ahead. At the
next cross light exit to the right and follow the signs to „Thermalbad“ and „Yoga Vidya Bad Meinberg“.
To go by train: comfortably travel by train and then take the bus line 782 www.stadtverkehrdetmold.de/images/pdf/Linie_782_Fahrplanbuch1.pdf. The bus brings you from the station in Horn-Bad
Meinberg almost to our entrance.
The access of the bus is at the bus station "Abzweig Bahnhof". This you will find when you get out of the
train, and the station and turn left. After approximately 100 meters it is on the opposite side of the next
crossroad.
The station stop is "Kurzentrum". From there it takes three minutes walk. Please follow the signs for
directions to Yoga Vidya.
After the first right hand bend the Seminarhaus Shanti is the first building on the right side.
For detailed information about departure and arrival times please check www.bahn.de.
Taxi from the station in Horn-Bad Meinberg: Taxi Brandl: 05234-98805/0160-98101101, Taxi Wienke: 0523498147, Taxi Blomberger/Henke: 05234-9555, Taxi Prasse: 05234-89933. Please call in advance. They are not
waiting at the station because this is a small village.
To come by plane: from the following airports there are direct flights from no-frills airlines (for example 29
€ with Air Berlin) to Paderborn: Frankfurt, Munich, Stuttgart, Nürnberg, Berlin, London, Madrid, Rome and
others. From Paderborn airport go by bus to Paderborn Mainstation, from there by train to the station in
Horn-Bad Meinberg. Go on by taxi (order in advance) or by bus to the bus station in Bad Meinberg, then
walk in the direction of Thermalbad, then in the direction Yoga Vidya Bad Meinberg. Otherwise call a taxi,
e.g. 05234/ 98805. For Taxi pick-up service from the airport please check: https://www.airportpad.com/en/flights-journey/parking-overnight-stay/access-to-the-airport/. Flight timetable:
http://www.airport-pad.com/ BUS: good bus connections from Berlin, Ruhr, Hamburg, Bremen and other
cities. See: www.berlinlinienbus.de and www.staatsbad-salzuflen.de
We wish you a pleasant journey!
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Guestinformation
•

We are a no-alcohol and no-smoking house.

•

The food is all lacto-vegetarian and 100% organic.

•

For everyone who likes to drink coffee, there is a coffee vending machine in the seminar-house
Shanti. For breakfast we serve tea.

•

Our Dining hall in the Chakra-Pyramid on our campus is easy to reach in only a few minutes walk.

•

Please ask your organizer about the booked meal times.

•

Your arrival is taken care of at reception in our house Shanti.

•

Reception hours are daily from 8:10 am to 7:50 pm. Friday and Sunday we are open late until 10:00
pm. On Saturday, reception is open until 7:30 pm.

•

When you are coming from abroad it is possible to pay upon arrival with cash or ec- card (no credit
cards accepted.

•

The rooms can be occupied on your arrival day starting at 3 pm. On your departure day please be
out of your room and bring your key to the reception at the latest by 12:30 pm.

•

Every Friday and Sunday there are house tours at 3:30 pm and 7 pm. The meeting point is reception
in the House Shanti.

•

All building exits are closed between 10:45 pm and 6:00 am for insurance reasons.

•

In the seminar house we keep silence from 10:45 pm to 7:30 am (No talking)!

•

Bed sheets and towels can either be brought with you, or rented to you with payment of a small
fee (bed sheets 5 €, each towel 2 or 3 € depending on size) at reception. Our beds has an excess
length of 2,20 m.

•

Overnight stays beyond the group seminar period will be charged at the “individual-guest-price”.
Breakfast is only possible with certain limits during this time.

•

The first yoga-class in our house is free. Any additional yoga class costs 9€.

•

If you would like child care we can arrange that for or please contact directly towards:
kinder@yoga-vidya.de, Tel.: 05234-872021

•

In the mornings and evenings there is he possibility to participate in meditation, mantra singing, (or
your actual program according to your organizer).
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•

Information about further free open events from Yoga Vidya you can get in site.

•

In the fitness and health centre on our campus - Wellvita – you can use the swimming pool for free
at the stated opening times.

•

There is the possibility for your cost free individual retreat in our integrated Shivalaya monasteryand retreat centre.

•

You have the possibility to book an Ayurveda massage. It is necessary to book early as it can fill up.

•

Our boutique offers you a diverse selection of books, cd’s, incense, organic juices, etc.

•

In our chakra pyramid there is free internet access.

•

Please order a taxi if needed timely in advance (several days).

•

We appreciate any help you can offer with cleaning your room (stripping the beds, emptying the
trash, etc…).

We hope this information will help you.
We wish you a pleasant stay and a successful seminar.
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General Business Terms (AGB) in effect from 20.04.19
These current general business terms are part of the contract that are given to us from the organizer who has given assignment for seminars events to
the Seminarhaus Shanti - Yoga Vidya e.V.. Contrary conditions are not valid. The organizer submits to these conditions as well.
1. Legal force
To ensure this online offer for business and in general, the offered goods and services from Yoga Vidya, we have to meet the legal requirements of
several clauses (Conditions of use - AGB).
These clauses and the complete termination of legal relationships between you and Yoga Vidya are exclusively subject to regulations of German
law. If single regulations are invalid or will be, the legal force of all other regulations stays unaffected. In place of the invalid regulation use a valid
regulation that comes closest to the meaning of the invalid regulation as far as it is possible.
Yoga Vidya reserves the right to change these regulations at all times. A particularly indication of a change does not take place. The regulations are
to be proved of changes independently and periodically.
2. Prices
All offered prices include all taxes and dues. They are valid until revocation. If the legal tax changes after the conclusion of a contract the prices are
changed accordingly.
Guest group prices and conditions apply for groups of 5 or more. If there are less than 5 participants, the individual guest pricing should be followed.
The seminar room is free for groups of 5 or more. Seminar rooms are chosen appropriately based on the size of the group.
3. Special prices

•

Arriving one day earlier than the seminar begins: use the same price as our Yoga Vidya individual guest price (only advisable for people
that have attended a Yoga Vidya seminar here already). There is no breakfast included in that price.

•

Departure one day after the seminar ends includes yoga class, brunch 11:00 (no breakfast): same price as our Yoga Vidya individual guest
price.

•
•
•

From 15, 35 and 100 participants there lodges each 1 seminar facilitator for free.

Children discount: From 3 to 11 years - 50 %; From 12 to 15 years - 30 % discount on the total price.
The rooms have to be cleared at the latest by 12:30. If the departure day coincides with the Yoga Vidya congress, the rooms have to be
cleared at the latest by 09:00. If the rooms are not cleared at that time and the keys are not turned in to reception, reception can assess an
extra charge.

4. Room hire
Agreed terms for room hire are exclusively valid for the ordered premises, as well as for the ordered furnishings.
5. Stay
We are a vegetarian, alcohol free and smoke free house. During the seminar please refrain from meat, fish, eggs, alcohol and tobacco, and if possible
attend all of our open programs. The cooking and the consumption of meat, fish, eggs, alcohol, and tobacco is not allowed in our buildings. Only
outside our grounds is smoking possible. We are not a hotel, but a spiritual seminar house and we offer to our groups the unique possibility to
enhance your stay with a free yoga class including a deep relaxation. If you extend your stay for one or several days as an individual guest, you can
participate in all yoga classes and a lecture about general yoga subjects. The open class program, as well as daily meditation and mantra singing is
free for all guests.

6. Bringing your own food and beverages
To bring food and beverages to the events and seminars you need prior approval through the seminar house. The seminar house can prorate the fee
for that.
7. Pets

•

The guests are obligated to give prior notice if they want to bring one or more pets.
We have a limited amount of rooms for guests with dogs available. We are asking you for early notification!

•
•
•

Pets are not allowed in the dining areas and in the seminar rooms.
Dogs are to walk on a leash in between the seminar houses!
The dog owner is liable for all risks and damages related to his pet.

8. Technician work
If there is technician work needed to be done from outside firms, our Seminar house will adjust the organizer’s account accordingly.
9. Music
If the organizer is planning musical performances, he should give the details to the Seminar house in advance. There maybe necessary payments of
GEMA-fees and amusement tax, so this has to be prepared for by the organizer. The organizer is obligated to give the confirmed forms to us at the
latest one week before the seminar starts.
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Musical programs have to stop by 22:00 to keep our night-time silence for our guests.
10. Decorations

•

The organizer is obligated to inform the Seminar house of the intended use of decorations, and to receive approval for that from the
seminar house. The installation has to be done by expert staff and all regulations about fire codes given by the police should be adhered to.
The seminar rooms may not be damaged. Any damages incurred by installation or removal of decorations will be charged to the organizer.

•

After the seminar ends all items are to be removed immediately. If the organizer refrains from doing so, the seminar house may remove
and store these things at the organizer’s expense. If the items stay in the seminar rooms, the seminar house will charge to have the items
removed. The organizer will have to prove a lower damage cost, the Seminar house will have to prove a higher damage cost.

11. Lost and found items
Lost and found items will only be forwarded by request. They will be stored for 3 month in the seminar house. After expiration of this time the
items, that have an apparent value, are hand over to the local lost and found office. Messages, letters and packages for guests are treated with
maximum care. Storage and forwarding will be done only with reimbursement of expenses and at the expressed request of the customer. Liability of
the seminar house for loss, delay and damage is in this respect excluded.
12. Liability

•

The organizer is liable for all damages, brought about by his guests, staff or commissioned persons. As the circumstances require, the
seminar house will demand from the organizer to cover a suitable insurance.

•

Brought sale items and other items, also personal items, are left in the seminar rooms and the seminar house at the organizer’s own risk.
The seminar house will not assume liability for loss, decay and damage, also not for pecuniary damage, only in the case of an act of gross
negligence or purpose of the seminar house. Thereof excepted are damages out of injury of life, of body or health. The liability of the
seminar house is excluded, if the brought items are left in the closed rooms.

•

It is the responsibility of the organizer to insure the brought items are appropriate.

13. Cancellation by the seminar house
The seminar house is justified to end the contractual relationship at any time and without giving any reason, if

•
•
•
•

The organizer is threatening our trouble-free business operations
The reputation as well as the security of the house is endangered
Agreed down payment has not reached the seminar house in time
Circumstances beyond our control.

The organizer is in such case not eligible to assert or demand payment of damages.
14. For the general use of the online proposal
For parts of the online proposal there are special conditions and terms of use and/or participation. They are each duly denoted and indicated by Yoga
Vidya and they are binding for the particular use of these premises.
A legal claim for action and usage of the internet proposal of Yoga Vidya does not exist.
15. Content of the online proposal
Yoga Vidya does not assume any responsibility for the actuality, correctness, completeness or quality of the provided information. Liability against
Yoga Vidya e.V., which relates to or ideally to any kind of damages, that are brought about by using or not using the offered information
respectively, or by using them incorrectly or incompletely, are generally excluded, as long as there is no act of gross negligence or purpose of Yoga
Vidya e.V. All offers are not obligated and non-binding. Without prior notice Yoga Vidya information is subject to change, can add and delete parts
of the website or of the offers without special announcement, or to cease the publication temporarily or finally.
16. References and links
Ordinary References (HTML-Links) on undersides and subdirectories (DeepLinks) and the integration of Yoga Vidya-Websites in parts (e.g.
through Frames) on other websites are only permitted with the approval of Yoga Vidya. The establishment of HTML-links to our offers is allowed
and requested, whereby Yoga Vidya reserves the right without stating a reason to demand a removal of the HTML-links within a reasonable time
period.
Yoga Vidya is as content provider responsible for their own content, that they keep available for use, according to the general legislation. Their own
content is distinguished from cross references ("links") to content of other providers. For these foreign contents Yoga Vidya e.V. is only then
responsible, if they have positive knowledge and it is technically possible and reasonable to prevent their use (that is to say also for any illegal
respectively culpable content) (§5 section 2 TDG).
By „links“ is meant they are a matter of „living“ (dynamic) references.Yoga Vidya e.V. is not able to always prove foreign contents if they possibly
cause a civil or a criminal liability. The provider of the content is according to TDG not obligated to always prove the contents to which he in his
offers refer to, which could justify a new Liability.
Only if he notes or get a reference from others, that a concrete offer to which he provides a link that causes a civil or a criminal liability, the link of
this offer will be nullified as far as it is technically possible and reasonable.
The technically possible and reasonable is not influenced by the fact that even after ending the access from the Yoga Vidya homepage there is an
access to the illegal and culpable offer that can be reached through other servers.
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17. Copyright law
Yoga Vidya strives to consider all copyrights in all publications of used pictures, graphics, audio-documents, video sequences and texts and draws
on reserves of these created pictures, graphics, audio-documents, video sequences and texts, or to license free graphics, audio-documents, video
sequences and texts.
In addition to the internet-offer named, and as the case may be through third persons, protected trademarks and brand names include underlying
unrestricted regulations for the given valid trademark and the right of ownership of the respectively registered owner. Only the mere naming of the
trademark does not mean that it is not protected through a third party! All rights are reserved. Information and all other contents (texts, graphics, etc.)
may not be used, not even in excerpts, in any form without prior approval from Yoga Vidya.
18. Data Protection
Yoga Vidya stores and uses information about the interaction of users of our website for statistical reason. For any internet offer that includes the
possibility to enter personal and commercial data (email address, names, addresses), the exposure of this data takes place only by explicit voluntary
consent of the user. The utilization and payment of all offered services is – insofar as it is technically possible and reasonable – also allowed without
information of such data respectively under information of anonymous data or of a pseudonym.
19. Bot and commercials (spam)
The using of this offer with automated systems (robots, software, bot), or the exploitation of offered systems (forum, blog, mail, etc.) for the purpose
of advertisement (spam), is explicitly prohibited. It will lead to automatically exclusion of further deliverables from Yoga Vidya (e.g. blog, forum,
etc.). The usage of the published contact details of the online offers like mail addresses, phone and fax numbers together with email-addresses
through third persons for transmission or not expressly requested information is not allowed. Legal measures are expressly reserved against the
consignor of the so-called spam-mails offending against this prohibition.
Disregarding these conditions can lead to exclusion from all online offers and also be disabled for the future! Moreover there is no right for
refund/compensation.
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